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Narration
Physical security is important wherever people gather in public. They need to feel confident that law
enforcement and security personnel can keep them safe; everywhere they live, work, learn and play. But
environments—such as city streets, school campuses, airports, transit stations, and public buildings—are large
and bustling with traffic. With so many people, so much activity, and limited security budgets, it’s hard for
professionals to notice and respond to all security incidents. When threats arise, having actionable intelligence
can make a huge difference. Responders need near-real-time information to analyze scenarios and make smart
decisions, quickly.

On-screen text
Smart Video Surveillance from IBM® and Schneider Electric helps you
gain actionable intelligence that evolves as security events happen
Public safety challenges: Your organization has its work cut out for it ...

•
•
•
•
•

Outdated technology
A lack of integration with other security systems
A need for increased coordination between agencies
Limited budgets
An ever-changing threat landscape
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Leverage integrated technology everywhere physical security is a
priority. IBM® and Schneider Electric jointly introduce Smart
Video Surveillance, a solution that provides reliable intelligence
to drive security decisions. It helps security professionals detect
more, understand more, prioritize what is important, and either
prevent or quickly respond to incidents.
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Smart Video Surveillance records streaming video using Schneider Electric’s industry-leading Pelco cameras
and the Endura Video Management system. IBM’s Smart Vision Suite video analytics offering analyzes the video
and generates meaningful alerts. Then it correlates the alerts with external databases and other sensory systems.
It also can retrieve events based on search criteria by using powerful event indexing technology. This creates
actionable intelligence that gives responders the upper hand in avoiding incidents or taking action when they
occur. This leads to more situational awareness, shortened response times and increased safety. It also enables
forensic teams to quickly access and search through a record of events from hundreds of cameras at a time.
Smart Video Surveillance’s architecture has been specifically designed to enable interoperability with products
from third party vendors. This broadens and enhances the overall security framework for the environment in
which it is deployed. It can be integrated with existing physical security information management systems and
IBM’s Smarter Cities solutions.

On-screen text
•
•
•
•

Capture near-real-time video feeds and data
Analyze incoming video and correlate it with multiple database sources and sensory systems
Decide how to respond by building a comprehensive threat model
Act by rapidly deploying resources to reduce the amount of time needed to eliminate threats.
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Smart Video Surveillance is a powerful tool for safeguarding public venues such as city streets, sports arenas,
tourist sites, and transit centers, and private venues such as universities, hospitals and multinational companies.
It can monitor secure or restricted areas such as subway tunnels and railroad yards, or critical infrastructure such
as power substations, chemical plants, and water treatment facilities. Smart Video Surveillance can also be used
to monitor the movement of people or traffic and provide alerts when bottlenecks, vehicle accidents or other
abnormal traffic conditions happen.
Cameras placed along city intersections and streets, or under bridges, along secure fence perimeters and inside
buildings gather footage 24 hours a day. But all of this video is useless if it cannot be analyzed quickly and
accurately. Live streaming video from hundreds or thousands of sources can be nearly impossible for one person
or multiple people to screen, and important events can be easily missed. By the time a viewer sees a threat, it
may be too late. And once an alert is detected, it is likely investigators will need to access previously recorded
video in order to quickly search for persons of interest, and to rapidly establish a forensic record of the event for
future investigation or evidentiary use. Manually sifting through recorded images takes time—the time suspects
use to make their “get away”.
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But Smart Video Surveillance keeps a discerning eye on it all. In a sea of footage it can pick
out targets that are difficult for human eyes to notice. And you can query stored video to find
specific targets, such as suspicious people, cars, or objects like packages or bags.
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For example, say a suspect was reported fleeing a crime scene in a
red SUV onto a city expressway. Law enforcement could query
Smart Video Surveillance for video footage of vehicles with those
attributes on the anticipated roadways right after the tip came in.
The system would quickly find targets matching the description and
investigators could track the suspect’s movements. This ability to
rapidly perform attribute searches aids in the forensic investigation
resulting in improved situational awareness, more rapid decision
making, and improved reaction time.
And in the event of a security alert or emergency, isn’t that of
intelligent visibility your department needs?

http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-video-19526465-highwaytraffic-hd-video.php?st=64250c6
http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-video-19030372-systemcontrol-room-monitoring.php?st=64250c6
http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-video-16307667-securitycam.php?st=6b2263d
http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-video-8670742-ntsc-policeemergency-lights.php?st=6b2263d
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Now you can protect people and secure environments with
intelligence that evolves as situations change. See more, detect more,
analyze more and understand more in order to provide effective,
efficient security—everywhere we live, work, learn and play—with
Smart Video Surveillance from IBM® and Schneider Electric.
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To learn more, please contact your IBM representative, or visit this website.
For more information please visit this website:
ibm.com/services/us/en/it-services/video-analytics-for-physical-security.html.

